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Introduction
1.

This determination by the ABAC Adjudication Panel (“the Panel”) concerns a
Youtube video for Transfer Snowboard magazine featuring Matty J & Ryan Tiene
that includes a product placement of Burton x Frontside Ale by Pirate Life Brewing
(“the Company”) and arises from a complaint received 1 September 2020.

2.

Alcohol marketing in Australia is subject to an amalgam of laws and codes of
practice, that regulate and guide the content and, to some extent, the placement of
marketing. Given the mix of government and industry influences and requirements
in place, it is accurate to describe the regime applying to alcohol marketing as quasiregulation. The most important provisions applying to alcohol marketing are found
in:
(a)

Commonwealth and State laws:
•

Australian Consumer Law – which applies to the marketing of all
products or services, and lays down baseline requirements, such as
that marketing must not be deceptive or misleading;

•

legislation administered by the Australian Communications and
Media Authority – which goes to the endorsement of industry codes
that place restrictions on alcohol advertising on free to air television;

•

State liquor licensing laws – which regulate retail and wholesale sale
of alcohol, and contain some provisions dealing with alcohol
marketing;
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(b)

Industry codes of practice:
•

AANA Code of Ethics – which provides a generic code of good
marketing practice for most products and services, including alcohol;

•

ABAC Responsible Alcohol Marketing Code (“ABAC Code”) – which
is an alcohol specific code of good marketing practice;

•

certain broadcast codes, notably the Commercial Television Industry
Code of Practice – which restricts when advertisements for alcohol
beverages may be broadcast;

•

Outdoor Media Association Code of Ethics and Policies – which
place restrictions on the location of alcohol advertisements on
outdoor sites such as billboards.

3.

The codes go either to the issue of the placement of alcohol marketing, the content
of alcohol marketing or deal with both matters. The ABAC deals with both the
placement of marketing i.e. where the marketing was located or the medium by
which it was accessed and the content of the marketing irrespective of where the
marketing was placed. The ABAC scheme requires alcohol beverage marketers to
comply with placement requirements in other codes as well as meeting the
standards contained in the ABAC.

4.

For ease of public access, Ad Standards provides a common entry point for alcohol
marketing complaints. Upon a complaint being received by the Ad Standards, a
copy of the complaint is supplied to the Chief Adjudicator of the ABAC.

5.

The complaint is independently assessed by the Chief Adjudicator and Ad
Standards and streamed into the complaint process that matches the nature of the
issues raised in the complaint. On some occasions, a single complaint may lead to
decisions by both the Ad Standards Community Panel under the AANA Code of
Ethics and the ABAC Panel under the ABAC if issues under both Codes are raised.

6.

The complaint raises concerns under the ABAC Code and accordingly is within the
Panel’s jurisdiction.

The Complaint Timeline
7.

The complaint was received on 1 September 2020.

8.

The Panel endeavours to determine complaints within 30 business days of receipt
of the complaint, but this timeline depends on the timely receipt of materials and
advice and the availability of Panel members to convene and decide the issue. The
complaint was completed in this timeframe.

Pre-vetting Clearance
9.

The quasi-regulatory system for alcohol beverage marketing features independent
examination of most proposed alcohol beverage marketing communications against
the ABAC prior to publication or broadcast. Pre-vetting approval was not obtained
for this marketing communication.
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The Marketing Communications
10.

The complaint goes to two items. The first is a video created for Transfer Snowboard
Magazine entitled ‘Winter Missions Ep 3 – Matty J & Ryan Tiene'. The episode is
available on the Transfer website and also the video streaming platform Youtube.
The second item is a Facebook post by the Company which references the video.

Youtube Video -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dc4RSZE8Qnc&feature=youtu.be&t=312
11.

The episode is hosted by Ryan Tiene who drives Matty J to the Thredbo Resort to
climb Mount Kosciuszko in snow shoes and snowboard down.

12.

At around 5:15 minutes into the video we see the men sitting next to a rock, Ryan
Tiene pulls a can of Frontside Ale in a cooler from his backpack and he and Matty
J, who is also holding a Frontside Ale, open and sip from their cans and talk about
their day.

13.

In the final scene Matty J says “Well that’s a winter mission done, it was definitely
an adventure, but now it’s time to head home.” We then see the credits and footage
of Matty J snowboarding.

Facebook Post - https://www.facebook.com/PirateLifeBrewing/posts/2693087577575793
14.

Facebook post of 18 August 2020 on Pirate Life’s Facebook account.

Instagram Post - https://www.instagram.com/p/CEBpaSoHIsp/
15.

Instagram post of 18 August 2020 on Pirate Life’s Instagram account.
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The Complaint
16.

The complainant contends that the video shows two snowboarders take a break
mid snowboarding/hiking to crack open a beer. A snowboarder is then shown
snowboarding home. The product placement shows people drinking alcohol while
participating in activities that require a high degree of alertness and physical coordination.

The ABAC Code
17.

Part 3 of the ABAC Code provides that:
(d)

A Marketing Communication must NOT show (visibly, audibly or by direct
implication) the consumption of an Alcohol Beverage before or during any
activity that, for safety reasons, requires a high degree of alertness or
physical co-ordination, such as the control of a motor vehicle, boat or
machinery or swimming.

The Company’s Response
18.

The Company responded to the complaint by letter dated 11 September 2020. The
principal points made by the Company were:
a) ‘Winter Missions’ is a content series from Transfer, a snowboarding
publication, which “pair[s] professional and not so professional
snowboarders with interesting people from all walks of life – celebrities,
influencers, athletes, Olympians and more.” Pirate Life often sponsors winter
sports, such as snowboarding, as well as individual snowboarders. Pirate
Life has also previously collaborated with snowboarding brand Burton.
b) Pirate Life is a sponsor of the ‘Winter Missions’ series produced by Transfer.
Pirate Life contributes its product, in this case beer, along with a number of
other sponsors, as outlined by Transfer in the paragraph below.

c) The snowboarders have by their own admission concluded their
snowboarding activities: at 5:19 one snowboarder states “Thredbo’s right
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there, so we’re back to safety.” Their gear, packs and snowboards have
been removed and it is reasonable to conclude they are simply going to walk
down to the resort.
d) It is clear they have concluded their snowboarding activities from the very
clear statement that they have completed their journey down the mountain,
arrived back within easy walking distance of Thredbo, and are “back to
safety”.
e) Because of the challenging nature of the shoot given the conditions on the
mountain, some of the footage in this video is shown non-sequentially. We
are confident that the Transfer audience, and indeed a reasonable person,
would be able to determine this due to the ‘beep’ audio cues that are used to
establish non-sequential takes. This queue can be heard earlier in the video,
for example:
•
•
•

•

f)

4:33. There is a ‘beep’ cue and a snowboarder remarks on dealing
with ice.
4:35. That snowboarder is shown snowboarding, but the climactic
conditions are different to the previous take, establishing it as later in
the piece.
4:36. We return to what is clearly the take from 4:33, as established
by the weather and the snowboarder’s posture, as he hopes for
improved visibility on the way down. Given the group has already
been shown snowboarding down the mountain at this point, we can
reasonably assume this take has been shot earlier at or near the
summit.
4:40. The group is shown snowboarding in conditions where visibility
has not improved – by now it is very clear to viewers the takes have
been spliced together non-sequentially in such a way as to show the
snowboarder’s hopes have not materialised.

At 5.50, the snowboarder who was in the previous shot shown drinking a
beer is shown giving a piece to camera on the events of the day. The nonsequential ‘beep’ cue is heard at the beginning of this piece, so it is not clear
that it definitively takes place after the beer-drinking sequence and may have
been spliced in from earlier, as per the sequence outlined above. However,
regardless of this, we would like to point out that the snowboarder is not
actually shown snowboarding after giving this piece to camera, the take cuts
out as he turns around.

g) The only snowboarding that is shown after this wrap up piece to camera is in
the end credits at 5:56. The end credits scene is very clearly not the one the
snowboarder has just left – there is more snow, fewer rocky outcrops, and
the visibility is worse, calling to mind the earlier shots between 4:30 and
4:45.
h) The end credits roll at 5:56 and a lone snowboarder is seen on the mountain.
We are very confident that viewers of this content would not interpret
snowboarding depicted in the end credits as literally having happened after
the wrap up piece to camera and hence after the consumption. It is very
common for end credits to show footage from an earlier portion of the day.
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i)

As the YouTube content does not breach the Code, any material promoting it
is also compliant with Part 3(d) of the Code.

j)

CUB is committed to ensuring our promotional and marketing material, and
that of our associated entities such as Pirate Life, does not promote or
encourage any irresponsible consumption of alcohol. Our goal is for
consumers to enjoy our products responsibly and in moderation, and to
uphold community standards when it comes to our advertising.

The Panel’s View
19.

This is the second determination made by the Panel concerning the 'Winter
Missions' videos produced by the snowboarding magazine, Transfer. The first
decision, Determination 107/20 dated 17 August 2020, provided the background to
the video series and the relationship of the Company to the videos. The full detail
will not be repeated, but the critical background issues decided in the earlier
decision are equally applicable in this case namely:
•
•
•

the Company is a 'sponsor' of the Winter Missions series;
the videos reference Pirate Life product; and
the references to Pirate Life can be taken to have been generated by the
actions of the Company, such as to make the references an alcohol marketing
communication for ABAC purposes.

20.

The complainant contends the video shows Pirate Life being consumed during the
performance of snowboarding and this makes the references to the product
inconsistent with the ABAC standard in Part 3(d) of the Code. This is the standard
which provides that alcohol consumption cannot be shown before or during any
activity, which for safety reasons, requires a high degree of alertness or physical
coordination. Snowboarding is an activity which requires a high degree of alertness
and physical coordination to be conducted safely.

21.

The Company refutes that the depictions of its product in the video are inconsistent
with the Code standard. It is argued the video makes clear that the two
snowboarders only consume the product at the conclusion of activities for the day.
Assessment of the consistency of a marketing item with an ABAC standard is from
the probable understanding of the marketing material by a reasonable person,
taking the content as a whole.

22.

The Panel does not believe the standard has been breached. The video establishes
that the snowboarding and filming occurred in trying conditions because of poor
weather and hard snow. Relatively little of the video shows snowboarding occurring
because of the challenging conditions. In large part the video is of the participants
driving to the location and then hiking to areas where some limited snowboarding
happens. At the conclusion of the video the men do consume some beer, but it is
established by dialogue, the editing style of the video and the overall context of the
story of the day that snowboarding has most likely finished.

23.

The complaint is dismissed.
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